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In recent years, fine-grained action recognition has raised extensive research [7,
9] due to its potential applications in assisted daily living, medical surveillance and smart home.
On one hand, fine-grained manipulation actions involve a large amount
of interactions between human and objects. Therefore, how to model the
interactions between human and objects plays a critical role in action representation and recognition. Many research works have devoted to modeling the contextual information between human and objects/scenes for action
recognition. However, to model human and object contextual information,
explicit detection of objects is often required by the above methods. Training these object detectors requires labour-extensive human annotation work.
In fine-grained action recognition where many types of objects are manipulated in a single action, it is not feasible to 1) label the training object
instances; and 2) detect those objects with decent detection accuracy.
On the other hand, the spatio-temporal features [6], especially the re- Figure 1: Our mid-level approach for fine-grained action recognition incent proposed dense trajectories [11] encoded with naive BoW [3] or Fisher cludes interaction part formation to generate candidate human-object intervector representation [8] are commonly used for action recognition, but they action parts, and interaction part mining to train discriminative exemplar
can only capture the characteristics of the global motion in the entire video part detectors.
volume. The low-level feature extraction with global pooling might not be
We conclude our contribution as follows. We propose a mid-level video
suitable for representing fine-grained actions because this global presenta- representation for fine-grained action recognition. The method effectively
tion easily attenuates the important localized interaction motion within the captures the significant human-object interaction motion by object proposal
background movement. In contrast, for fine-grained motion, it is more im- based interaction part formation and discriminative interaction part mining.
portant to highlight what kind of interaction motion is being performed in a Most importantly, our method is free of explicit object detection, which
local spatio-temporal sub-volume of the video. Therefore, we need a mid- gives us three major advantages: 1) it is more stable than the object delevel representation to capture the important local human-object interaction tection approaches which are quite affected by the detection accuracy to
motion.
different objects; 2) it saves extensive human labour for object annotation;
To address the above two issues, we propose a novel mid-level based and 3) it is quite applicable and feasible in real problems. Furthermore, we
pipeline for fine-grained action representation and classification, which is propose a novel Max-N pooling which improves performance compared to
motivated by two recent successes in visual recognition, i.e., object proposal the previous naive max pooling approach.
technique [1] and mid-level discriminative visual element mining [2, 4, 5].
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